
Year 2 Pupil/Parent English 
Workshop 

Wednesday 22nd September 2021

Phonics, Reading and Writing 



Reading Opportunities 
In Year Two, we teach reading in a variety of ways such as 
developing phonological awareness through Phonics, playing 
games with words, reading simple sentences, reading books of 
different genres, discussing and sharing books, retelling stories, 
shared reading and guided reading. 

As well as this, we promote reading in all aspects of their 
learning. For example, word problems in maths, topic words, 
alongside reading the daily instructions that we provide them 
with.



Phonics 
• Recapping and consolidation Phase 3, phase 4 and Phase 5 phonic.

• Learning Tricky words 

• National Phonics Check with 40 words pseudo and real 



What is expected in Year Two Writing 

• Letter formation 

• Finger spaces

• Capital Letter 

• Full stops

• Conjunctions (and, but, so, because)

• Adjectives 

Applying their Phonic Knowledge by sharing their writing with others. 

.



Writing 

Describe the picture. (Word bank)

Can you write a sentence about the picture?

Can you use a conjunction to extend your sentence?  

Remember 
• Capital Letters
• Full Stops
• Adjectives (describing 

words)
• Conjunctions

(and, but, so, because)
• Check your sentence. 

Does it make sense?



Expectations for Year One
Sentence Construction □ grammatically accurate phrases

□ simple sentences that make sense

□ capital letters and full stops mostly accurate

□ some capital letters for proper nouns

□ capital letter for personal pronouns (I)
Range Of

Connectives
□ and, but, so (coordinating)

□ because (subordinating)
Varying

Openers
□ a range of story openers e.g once upon a time, one day

□ some variety (to avoid repetition) in non-fiction writing
Text

Structure 
□ events in fictional writing in the correct order

□ an awareness of chronological order where appropriate e.g. actions numbered

□ connections made between ideas by repetition of subject or topic

□ common phrases show the end of a piece of writing e.g. The end, They lived happily ever after.
Use of language □ word choices appropriate to show meaning

□ adjectives to describe nouns

□ some use of modelled advanced language

□ topic words used appropriately
Audience □ know the difference between a fiction and a non-fiction piece of writing

Punctuation □ full stops (mostly accurate)

□ question marks (mostly accurate)

□ some use of an exclamation mark

Handwriting □ letters sized correctly

□ formation is more consistent

□ words positioned on the line

□ ascenders and descenders mostly accurate

□ finger spaces between words

□ an understanding of upper and lower case letters
Spelling □ to accurately spell words from phase 5 letters and sounds

□ to begin to spell words accurately from phase 6

□ to correctly spell the first 100 high frequency words



Year 2 

Sentence Construction □ capital letters and full stops accurate

□ accurate simple sentences

□ accurate compound sentences

□ some use of complex sentences

□ past and present tense generally consistent

□ greater consistency in use of capital letters for proper nouns

Range Of

Connectives

□ for, and, nor, but, or, yet, so (coordinating)

□ when, however, because (subordinating)

Varying

Openers

□ some variation in sentence openers

□ language used to show order in fiction (in the morning, later that day)

□ time openers (first, next and finally)

Text

Structure 

□ a range of ways to open a story

□ some attempt to group ideas appropriately

□ some understanding of how to sequence ideas appropriately

□ related sentences linked by use of pronouns or time openers

Use of language □ ideas generally relevant to taught text type

□ simple viewpoint can be given 

□ exciting adjectives used for effect

□ expanded noun phrases 

□ use of modelled advanced language

□ understand and use adverbs

□ Simple use of figurative language such as similes, rhyme, alliteration or onomatopoeia

Audience □ has an awareness of purpose and who will be reading their writing

Punctuation □ ? ! , ‘ “ “

□ full stops and capital letters

□ question marks

□ exclamation marks

□ commas in a list

□ apostrophes for simple contractions

□ speech marks around spoken words sometimes

Handwriting □ clear letter formation, positioning and spacing

□ evidence of some letter joining

□ upper and lower case letters generally not mixed

Spelling □ to accurately spell words from phase 5/6 letters and sounds

□ to correctly spell the first 300 high frequency words most of the time

Year Two Expectations 



How you can help at home
• Practise Phonic sounds regularly through reading. 

• Read a range of texts such as leaflets, newspapers, magazine and cereal boxes etc. 

• Free writing-Write about interests

Some helpful links:

• https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zgkw2hv

• https://classroom.thenational.academy/subjects-by-year/year-2

• https://www.phonicsbloom.com/uk/game/list/phonics-games-phase-3

• https://www.topmarks.co.uk

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j87nbA2I7Zo (Mr Thorne does Phonics)  

Thank you for your support. 
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